The effects on student health of interventions modifying the school environment: systematic review
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ABSTRACT

Background Owing to the limited effectiveness of traditional health education curricula in schools, there is increasing interest in interventions aiming to promote young people’s health by modifying the school environment. Existing systematic reviews cannot determine whether environmental intervention is effective because they examine interventions combining environmental modifications and traditional health education. This gap is significant because school-environment interventions are complex to implement and may be sidelined in underfunded and attainment-focused school systems without evidence to support such an approach. This systematic review examined the effectiveness of school-environment interventions without health-education components on student health and inequalities.

Methods This was a systematic review of experimental/ quasi-experimental studies of school-environment interventions. Sixteen databases were searched, eliciting 62 329 references which were screened, with included studies quality assessed, data extracted and narratively synthesised.

Results Sixteen reports of 10 studies were included, all from the USA and the UK. Five evaluations of interventions aiming to develop a stronger sense of community and/or improve relationships between staff and students suggested potential benefits particularly regarding violence and aggression. Two trials of interventions enabling students to advocate for changes in school catering and physical activity reported benefits for physical activity but not diet. Three evaluations of improvements to school playgrounds offered weak evidence of effects on physical activity.

Conclusions School environment interventions show the potential to improve young people’s health particularly regarding violence, aggression and physical activity. Further trials are required to provide a stronger and more generalisable evidence base.

INTRODUCTION

Health risk-behaviours increase during adolescence and are subject to marked variations by social status.1 There is increasing academic2 3 and policy interest4 in interventions aiming to promote young people’s health by ensuring that the wider school environment (SE), in terms of both the physical and social environment, supports healthy behaviours. This reflects awareness that traditional health-education curricula struggle to find a place in school timetables4 and show disappointing results5–7 and interest in sociocological determinants of health, of which SE is one important element.10 If effective, such interventions might represent a pragmatic and efficient means of addressing multiple intercorrelated risk behaviours.11 12 SE interventions can address health behaviours directly, for example, via smoking policies, and indirectly via addressing ‘upstream’ risk factors, such as school disengagement.13

In North America, ‘Coordinated School Health Programs’ (CSHP) include SE components alongside health-education curricula, while such approaches have been termed ‘Health-Promoting Schools’ interventions (HPS) in Europe and elsewhere.4 We currently do not know whether modifying the SE is an ‘active ingredient’ in such programmes. Existing reviews are unable to answer this question because although systematic reviews of HPS/CSHP report positive findings,4 14 15 they cannot distinguish the effects of SE and health-education curricula. And while systematic reviews of multilevel studies conclude that various school-level factors are associated with better health outcomes,16 17 these are vulnerable to residual confounding and may focus on school factors not readily open to intervention.

Assessing whether modifying the SE is an ‘active ingredient’ in CSHP/HPS interventions is important because SE intervention requires substantial staff time. Without evidence of effectiveness, SE interventions may become marginalised in underfunded and attainment-focused school systems. In the UK, the coalition government no longer directs schools to engage in HPS programmes nor inspects schools on how they promote health.18 Examining whether SE interventions are effective through randomised controlled trials (RCTs) is also scientifically important as these designs enable rigorous assessment of causation in testing socioecological theories of health as applied to the school setting.19 The theory of human functioning and school organisation10 suggests that schools can promote health through their ‘core business’ of teaching, pastoral care and discipline by increasing student commitment to learning and the school community, thereby reducing investment in antischool peer groups and risk behaviours. This theory suggests that schools can achieve this by improving staff-student relationships, and by ensuring that teaching and decision-making are more student-centered. Our systematic review therefore sought to examine the effectiveness of SE interventions addressing such factors on student health and health inequalities. This question is elaborated below.

METHODS

Our review followed a protocol, available online.19 Our review of SE interventions was part of a larger

RESULTS

Overview of included studies

Stage-2 screening excluded all but 10\(^{26–35}\) of the 524 potentially relevant studies identified from stage 1 (figure 1). Three other included studies were sourced from experts\(^{36–38}\) and three via checking reference lists of included reports.\(^{19–41}\) These 16 study reports arose from 10 separate studies published between 1988 and 2010 and conducted in elementary, middle and secondary schools in the USA and the UK (see online supplementary table S1). Study quality is summarised in online supplementary table S2. Six were RCTs,\(^{26–32}\) \(^{36}\) \(^{37}\) \(^{39}\) although this was somewhat compromised in one study\(^{26}\) by the replacement of a dropout school with a non-randomised substitute. Four studies were quasi-experimental,\(^{33–35}\) \(^{38}\) \(^{40}\) \(^{41}\) Interventions fell into three categories: enabling staff and students to develop a stronger sense of community and/or better relationships to reduce aggression and other risk behaviours; enabling students to advocate for changes to school catering and physical-activity routines (included because of their student-empowerment element); and improving school playgrounds.

Interventions enabling staff and students to develop a stronger sense of community and/or better relationships

Nine reports of five evaluations (but one an RCT) examined interventions enabling staff and students to build stronger school communities and relationships. These were conducted in a range of school settings. All except the Healthy School Ethos (HSE) intervention (UK) were conducted in the USA. Taken together, these studies suggest the potential of such interventions to bring about benefits particularly regarding violence and aggression.

The Child Development Project (CDP)\(^{10}\) \(^{36}\) \(^{37}\) \(^{39}\) modified classroom-management and teaching. It was reported as having positive effects on three of four measures of cognitive-social problem-solving in conflict situations, as well as teacher-reported student solving of minor interpersonal problems. No effects were reported on self-esteem. It also had benefits for loneliness/social dissatisfaction and social anxiety. Results should be interpreted with caution because: baseline data were not collected; no account was made for data clustering; and attrition was high and differed between arms.

The Aban Aya Youth Project (AAYP) and HSE projects modified management and pastoral care in elementary/middle schools in Chicago.\(^{27}\) The RCT comprised three arms: school/community intervention (SCI), including SE/health education curriculum components; social development curriculum (SDC)-only, a health education curriculum; and a no-intervention comparison group. Comparing SCI with SDC arms enabled us to distinguish the effects of the SE component, hence its inclusion. Boys in schools receiving SCI versus those receiving SDC-only experienced non-significant benefits regarding violence, recent sexual intercourse and condom use. Only for two non-health outcomes were differences significant. Among girls, there was a significant benefit for self-reported condom use but no other effects. This was a well-conducted RCT with little risk of bias. HSE delivered in secondary schools\(^{38}\) was associated with significantly higher rates of feeling safe at school but no significant differences in self-reported teasing of others, hurting of others, being in a fight, being teased, threatened or hurt in school or attitudes regarding substance use. This was a small quasi-experimental study, so results should be treated with caution.

The Creating a Peaceful School Learning Environment (CAPSLE) and PeaceBuilders (PB) interventions modified discipline. CAPSLE was delivered in elementary schools.\(^{11}\) The RCT involved three arms, comparing CAPSLE to a psychiatric intervention and a no-intervention comparison. We review differences between the CAPSLE and no-treatment arms. Benefits were reported regarding: peer-reported victimisation and aggression; self-reported aggression and empathy and peer-reported aggressive by-standing and ‘helpful by-standing’ (intervening to prevent aggression). However, for peer-reported
helpful by-standing, these effects were not sustained. There were no effects for self-reported victimisation or self-reported beliefs in the legitimacy of aggression. This RCT had high attrition which differed between groups and no account was taken of data clustering. Evaluated in a well-conducted study, PB was delivered in elementary schools. The intervention had significant effects on teacher-rated aggression among some grades but there were no intervention effects on child self-reported aggression. Effects for teacher-rated aggression were larger for students with higher baseline aggression, although interaction was not tested. Also, there were intervention effects on injury-fighting-related visits to the school nurse.

Interventions enabling students to advocate for changes to school catering and physical activity

Two US experimental studies assessed interventions which combined changes to middle schools’ food and physical-activity environments alongside actions to empower students to contribute to these changes. These were well-conducted studies, which reported intervention benefits for some measures of student physical activity but no effects on diet. Although it is not possible to conclude definitively whether student empowerment was an ‘active ingredient’, mediation analysis in one study suggested that it may have been important.

Healthy Youth Places was conducted in middle schools. The intervention was associated with increases in some but not all measures of physical activity. There were significant increases in student efficacy to ensure that schools were creating supportive environments for physical activity as well as their efficacy to be physically active, but not in their efficacy with regard to parents/peers creating supportive environments for physical activity. The intervention did not have effects on healthy eating other than students’ self-efficacy to eat 5–7 portions of fruit and vegetables, and group norms supportive of fruit-and-vegetable consumption. Effects did not vary by gender, race or socioeconomic status. A measure of student proxy efficacy appeared to mediate intervention effects on physical activity, suggesting its causal importance. This trial was well conducted. The Middle-School Physical Activity and Nutrition intervention was delivered in middle schools. There was a significant intervention effect on the observed physical activity overall for boys but not girls, although the interaction tests were not undertaken. There were no significant differences in consumption of fat, self-reported physical activity or sedentary behaviours or parental fat avoidance. There was a significant reduction in body mass index among boys but not girls. This was a well-conducted trial.

Intervention aiming to improve school playgrounds

Three quasi-experimental evaluations (five reports) examined the effects of interventions to improve playgrounds in English elementary schools. Overall, given the limitations of these three studies, we must conclude that there is not currently strong evidence for these interventions, despite a consistent suggestion that they have potential, and may be more effective for younger children and when the recess is longer. One intervention improved playgrounds and provided sporting equipment in elementary schools. There were unexplained inconsistencies between study reports in how many schools participated at each follow-up. The study suggests few initial effects but more consistent effects across various measures at 6 months, with less consistency at 12 months. There was also evidence of greater effects for younger children and longer recess periods. Findings from this study should be interpreted cautiously because of its non-random design and unclear reporting of follow-up data. Two studies report on interventions to improve playground surface markings in primary schools in north-west England. One study examined an intervention in which the surface markings were designed by students, involving one intervention and one comparison school. The other involved an outside designer, comparing four intervention and four control schools.
first study suggested benefits for physical activity, which may be greater for younger children and where the recess was longer. The second study suggested significant effects immediately after intervention on physical activity. Findings from both these studies should be interpreted cautiously because of their non-random designs, variable rates of attrition between arms and failure to account logically for cluster.

DISCUSSION
Summary of key findings
Six experimental studies (10 reports) and four quasi-experimental studies (six reports) were included. These addressed most aspects of schools’ ‘core business’: CDP changed classroom management and teaching; the AAYP and HSE projects modified management and pastoral care; CAPSLE and PB modified discipline and the playground interventions modified physical environment. Reports examined a broad variety of outcomes but with more attention to violence, healthy eating and physical activity than, for example, substance use and sexual health. Studies provided few data relevant to health inequalities.

The studies of interventions enabling staff and students to develop a stronger sense of community and/or better relationships suggested potential benefits particularly regarding violence and aggression. However, this evidence is not definitive given that most studies were subject to methodological limitations and that the strongest evaluation in this category of the AAYP intervention reported the least promising results when comparing the SE-plus-health-education-curriculum arm with the curriculum-only arm. However, although the SE component was the focus of this review, the AAYP investigators reported that it may have acted synergistically with the health-education curriculum because there were substantially larger effect sizes of the combined intervention than the curriculum-only intervention when each was compared with the no-treatment control.

The two well-conducted RCTs of interventions enabling students to advocate for changes to school catering and physical-activity environments reported benefits for some measures of student physical activity but not healthy eating. Although the evidence for the effectiveness of these interventions is somewhat stronger, it is not possible to conclude definitively whether student empowerment was an active ingredient. Finally, given the methodological limitations of the quasi-experimental studies of interventions to improve school playgrounds, we must conclude that there is not currently strong evidence for the effects of these interventions, despite a consistent suggestion that these interventions have potential and may be more effective for younger children and when the recess is longer.

Regarding effects on health inequalities, seven reports examined subgroup effects but only one examined effects by SES. Subgroup reporting was done inconsistently and rarely involved tests for interaction, so these studies provide little information on the likely impacts on health inequalities. The AAYP intervention was delivered in deprived areas; suggesting that SE interventions addressing low-income communities are feasible.

Deviations from protocol and other limitations
There were three minor deviations from the protocol. First, owing to the lack of time, we did not undertake forward citation checking. Second, owing to recruitment delays, we did not, in our initial sifting of references, have three reviewers working in parallel comparing screening results in batches. Instead, sifting was done by the principal investigator working in parallel with five researchers separately. Third, we did not extract reports of authors’ conclusions because these would not inform our synthesis. Regarding other limitations, we did not prespecify which outcomes were primary, but, to avoid inappropriate interpretation of significant findings, our narrative synthesis gave equal weight to findings of no significant association. This was intentionally an exploratory review which examined a heterogeneous group of interventions, populations and outcomes; narrowing down on a more homogeneous body of evidence would have run counter to our aims, informed by stakeholder consultation, to examine whether various modifications to SE might have a range of benefits for student health. We developed detailed guidance to the research team to ensure consistency regarding which outcomes and interventions met our inclusion criteria. While our decisions might be challenged (eg, conflict resolution was included, whereas students’ ability to share play equipment was not included; interventions addressing classroom management across a school were included but curricula to improve behaviour within particular classrooms were not), our criteria and guidance did nonetheless ensure consistency. Finally, like all systematic reviews, ours is vulnerable to publication bias.

Implications for research and policy
This review suggests that interventions to modify SE in terms of organisation and management, teaching, discipline and pastoral care and physical environment have the potential to improve young people’s health in a range of domains. Our findings offer some tentative evidence in support of the theory of human functioning and school organisation in that interventions which aimed by various means to improve relationships between staff and students and to ensure that students were more engaged in the classroom and involved in decision-making across the school appeared to provide some benefits particularly regarding reduced violence and aggression and increased physical activity. Our review provides general evidence of the plausibility of effects rather than enabling the probability of effect sizes to be rigorously estimated through meta-analysis.

More rigorous evidence is required to determine the effects of SE interventions. We recommend that more RCTs examine the effects of SE components with and without additional health-education curricula to assess active ingredients and possible synergies. Our review has identified particular gaps, such as studies outside the USA, and interventions focused on outcomes other than violence, physical activity and healthy eating. We would suggest that evaluations of SE intervention should also examine educational outcomes since they may be critical in the broader adoption of such interventions. Finally, future trials should also examine subgroup effects to assess potential impacts on health inequalities, include integral process evaluations to examine fidelity and acceptability, and assess cost-effectiveness. Four of the included studies included process evaluations, but none included economic evaluations.

We should stress that our focus has been on the effects of modifying ‘core’, but nonetheless particular, aspects of SE; our results should not be viewed as an indication of the overall evidence base for HPS or CSHP interventions, which include SE alongside health-education curricula (for which a Cochrane review is ongoing), or of interventions aiming to modify SE in other ways such as addressing catering or active transport, which are reviewed elsewhere.
What is already known on this subject?

- There is increasing interest in the health benefits of modifying the school environment (SE).
- But existing systematic reviews cannot address or isolate the effects of this because they examine interventions which combine environmental change and traditional health education.

What this study adds?

- Interventions modifying SE in terms of organisation, teaching, pastoral care and discipline, or physical environment showing the potential to improve young people’s health particularly regarding violence, aggression and physical activity.
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